
LAST COMBI AND SUNDAY TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR 
SIXTEENTH EDITION AWAKENINGS FESTIVAL ON 25 AND 26 
JUNE 
 
On Saturday 25 and Sunday 26 June, Spaarnwoude Houtrak resound to the 16th 
edition of Awakenings Festival, the best-known and largest outdoor techno festival 
in Europe. Stages, including two large outdoor ones, will be set up in eight spacious 
areas. At this time only combi-tickets for the weekend and separate tickets for the 
Sunday are still available. Saturday tickets have sold out.  
 
SUNDAY 
The day for Techno in all its diversity. Alongside the very greatest names in the 
contemporary scene, as always there’s plenty of room for new talent, new sounds 
and the latest, most trendsetting development in the field of lighting, sound and 
decor. Among those appearing are Jeff Mills and Marco Carola, while stages on 
Sunday will be hosted by Joris Voorn & Friends, Drumcode, Richie Hawtin and 
Electric Deluxe. 
 
There’s no Awakenings without producer and DJ Joris Voorn & Friends. Voorn 
(who graduated as an interior architect but has spent fifteen years working full-time 
with music) will of course present his own set, as he also does on Saturday, but he 
provides a stage for e.g. DJ Kölsch, KiNK (live) and Michel de Hey & Ici Sans Merci 
too.  
 
Drumcode is the label founded in 1996 by Adam Beyer. Among those he is bringing 
with him is Alan Fitzpatrick, but Nicole Moudaber and Victor Calderone will also be 
sharing the stage in Area V. Drumcode has its roots in Sweden, but in the last twenty 
years Drumcode has grown worldwide to be a respected label and platform. 
 
Richie Hawtin is the hosting partner of Area Y and is bringing e.g. Maceo Plex and 
The Martinez Brothers to Spaarnwoude. Hawtin was born in the UK, but moved to 
Detroit with his parents. There he took his first steps in his DJ career. 
 
Electric Deluxe is the platform for the Rotterdam DJ Speedy J, who has showcased 
progressive techno in all its facets since 2008. Among those we can expect at Electric 
Deluxe is Voices of the Lake (live), a popular act during major festivals. 
 
The Saturday, which can still be visited with the combi-tickets, also offers the mix so 
characteristic for Awakenings. A small selection from the names announced: 
Adriatique, Henrik Schwarz (live), Loco Dice, Dave Clarke, Ben Klock, Nina Kraviz 
and Joseph Capriati. Awakenings has also made a start to conquer the rest of the 
world. By hosting stages at festivals in e.g. Australia and India and with indoor 
editions in cities like New York, Santiago, Antwerp, London and Manchester, the 
name and fame of Awakenings is spreading worldwide. 
 
The complete lineup can also be seen on www.awakeningsfestival.nl. You can also 
buy both combi-tickets and Sunday tickets for Awakenings Festival 2016 there. 


